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Fii destept si evita drogurile!



NO drugs are safe drugs!
There are no easy or safe drugs that one can 

consume was the message to young people and 
parents at the RCHF Botosani County –Dorohoi 2011 
anti drug conference and workshop. Today sadly the 
drug criminals who entice all to easily young people 
into the seedy World of drug abuse by well applied 
means including stating certain types of drugs are 
“easy” or safe drugs, which will not harm you must be 
stopped on all fronts to protect young people. Within 
RCHF we make young people and parents aware of 
the dangers to young peoples lives as far too many 
lives have been lost to drug abuse.

Addiction to illegal drugs hits the young user who is often enticed innocently to try a joint all to 
easily and from then on the life is ruined. Drug abuse affects not only the person involved, but 
families and whole communities. 

RCHF in collaboration with “EAD”, “EURAD” and “Drug Free Scotland” is raising 
awareness of drug abuse in Romania in a series of conferences and interactive workshops 
for young people with parents also welcome to attend – the first being in the Botosani County 
town of Dorohoi close to the Ukrainian border where both human trafficking, trafficking of 
contraband and drug abuse are a problem. 



Conferences which start with a series of speeches 
about the subject of drug abuse and how all to easily 
once can become the next victim by a panel of 
chosen guests including local authorities and the 
Romanian Police who all play an important part in 
combating drug abuse.  A PowerPoint presentation 
from RCHF is also an important part of the 
conference as displays vividly the dangers of drug 
abuse.Questions are also answered from the 
audience and news media in attendance, which is 
important as further spreads the word that drug 
abuse is all around us in society today to young 
people and parents alike.

The conference is followed by an interactive workshop in which the young people are 
split into groups. They themselves decide on a spokesperson for each individual group. A 
series of questions relating to both narcotics and lifestyles are given to each group who in 
turn must find an answer that is agreed by the whole group and the spokesperson then 
reads out the group answer to the audience, who may challenge the answer.

If the answer of any group is challenged the group then has the opportunity to re-think its 
decision and come back via the spokesperson to give their final; answer. In this way young 
people participate and find the correct decision themselves, via the help of their own group, 
the audience and their peers alike.

Finally at the end RCHF Anti drug brochures are handed out to all who attend the event.
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Will you let drugs control your life?

Your life, your society.

Simply say no to drugs.



www.rchf.eu
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